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DATE, 27 June, 1990 

REPLYTO 
A1TNOF1 DT-S 

SUBJECT, SUN STREAK 

TOI 

SG1A 

SG1A · 

BRANCH CHIEF, DT-

1. (S/STD/NF> On 27 June, 1990, three Remote Viewers (018, 025 and 
conducted three sessions (018 conducted a solo CRV session, 025 conducted a 
solo WRV session and 052 conducted a monitored CRV session> to answer 
re uirements a ~inst the suspected narcotics smuggling vessel known as the 

2. (S/STD/NF) 018 reported that the-was carrying dntgs on the trip 
in question, but that they have already been offloaded in Kingston, Jamaica. 
The drugs were located midships in 55 gal. metal drums which have false 
bottoms. An unidentified liquid is in the top of the drums and the drugs 
are located beneath the metal false bottoms. 

3. (S/STD/NF'> 025 reported that there was presently no contraband aboard 
the vessel. 

4. (S/STD/NF> 052 reported contraband which wi 11 be off loaded/transferred 
in Kingston, Jamaica on 28 JUN 90, at approximately 1200 hrs. The drugs are 
located in the middle of the ship vertically, near the rear and on the right 
side of the ship. The drugs are in the vicinity of something with a sweet 
taste, like, for example, orange juice. 052 also perceived that there is 
something lmportant about a•lifeboat, or something round which has a tarp 
pulled over it. 

• 5. (S/STD/NF) .PROJECT OFFICER'S COMMENTS: Project Officer acted as 
monitor for 052. 052 and 018 have very close correlation on most EEI •. 
025's results of no drugs presently on board J~ not necessarily in_ . 
contradiction w:rt:h 018's findings of drU"gs already having been. offloaded~ 
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